
GPSGPS

Global Positioning SatelliteGlobal Positioning Satellite
Navigation SystemsNavigation Systems



How does it work?How does it work?

nn ThereThere’’s a constellation of 24 orbiting satellites.s a constellation of 24 orbiting satellites.
nn Each transmits the time (very accurately) and Each transmits the time (very accurately) and 

information about itinformation about it’’s orbit (also very accurately.s orbit (also very accurately.
nn With the signals from any 4 satellites, a GPS With the signals from any 4 satellites, a GPS 

receiver can calculate its position and altitude.receiver can calculate its position and altitude.
nn The mathematical process is called The mathematical process is called trilaterationtrilateration



FormulaeFormulae

For more detail, see For more detail, see 
http://http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trilaterationen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trilateration



CorrectionsCorrections

Corrections are made forCorrections are made for
nn Relativity effectsRelativity effects
nn Varying signal delays caused by the atmosphere Varying signal delays caused by the atmosphere 

(A signal coming from just above the horizon (A signal coming from just above the horizon 
has to pass through a lot of it.)has to pass through a lot of it.)



AccuracyAccuracy

nn The more signals that are received, the better the The more signals that are received, the better the 
receiver can correct errors.receiver can correct errors.

nn 3 is the absolute minimum (but won3 is the absolute minimum (but won’’t give t give 
altitude).altitude).

nn 66--10 is more typical in open country and 10 is more typical in open country and 
positional accuracy is around 6m.positional accuracy is around 6m.

nn In woodland, accuracy can degrade to around In woodland, accuracy can degrade to around 
20m. 20m. 



Better AccuracyBetter Accuracy

nn This can be achieved by adding ground based This can be achieved by adding ground based 
transmitters at known locations.transmitters at known locations.

nn Surveyors and Time Team use these and achieve Surveyors and Time Team use these and achieve 
accuracies of around 10mm.accuracies of around 10mm.

nn For much more information, see For much more information, see 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gpshttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gps

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gps
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gps


GPS ApplicationsGPS Applications
nn Accurate time standard for data acquisition Accurate time standard for data acquisition 

systems. systems. 
nn Creating maps (Creating maps (egeg Time Team)Time Team)
nn Position determination (Where am I?)Position determination (Where am I?)
nn Position logging (Where did Bill fall off the Position logging (Where did Bill fall off the 

boat?)boat?)
nn Route planning (Not actually a GPS function)Route planning (Not actually a GPS function)
nn Route guiding (in car and handheld)Route guiding (in car and handheld)
nn Route logging. (Where have I been?)Route logging. (Where have I been?)



Hand Held Hand Held 
DemonstrationDemonstration

nn Defining a routeDefining a route
nn Uploading the routeUploading the route
nn Walking the routeWalking the route
nn Downloading and Downloading and 

plotting the actual track plotting the actual track 
followedfollowed







Walking The RouteWalking The Route



At K001 At K001 
showing showing 

distance and distance and 
direction to direction to 

K002K002



Starting off towards K002Starting off towards K002



Approaching K002Approaching K002
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Approaching K003Approaching K003











End of WalkEnd of Walk

nn Now to demonstrate downloading the actual Now to demonstrate downloading the actual 
track.track.


